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Blueprint Genetics

About

§ One of the fastest growing clinical genetic testing businesses globally

§ Focused on clinical diagnostics of inherited disorders

§ Specialized in rare diseases: a complex, data-heavy and young field

§ Customer base spanning over 70 countries

§ Genetic diagnostics and clinical interpretation in 14 specialties

Genetic testing and clinical interpretation for rare diseases

Key Metrics
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Entry date: Jul-17

Equity value at 
Entry:1

CHF 34.4m

Invested:2 CHF 4.7m

Rounds invested: 3

MTIP ownership: 10.2%

Realized 
proceeds:3

CHF 10.9m

Exit date: Jan-20

Gross IRR: 50%

MOIC:3 2.4x
1. Post money valuation as at MTIP’s first investment date. Not fully diluted.
2. Includes both cash and convertible loan note investments.
3. Subject to currency movements upon conversion from EUR to CHF fund account.
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Blueprint Genetics
Investment attractiveness

IMPACT § Provides the highest diagnostic yields in the market

MARKET § Market growing 25%-30% p.a.

SCALABILITY § Proprietary software for high scalability and cost competitiveness

LIQUIDITY § High near-term exit potential from strong top-line and profitability horizon

REGULATORY § Highest level of global certification for genetic testing

TEAM § CEO and co-founder Tommi Lehtonen impressed MTIP from the beginning

GOVERNANCE § Board seat and part of special investor majority for key decisions
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Blueprint Genetics
Transaction overview

How we got involved

Follow-on investments

Initial investment

First 
investment

Jul-7
€2.5m

Third 
investment

Mar-19
€0.2m (CLN)

§ Met management team at 2016 conference

§ Tracked the team and their progress for a year
before re-engaging

§ Initiated discussions with Creathor to co-lead

§ Management team was keen to work with MTIP
because of reputation, early approach, and
understanding of the product offering

Second 
investment

Oct-18
€1.5m (CLN)

Exit

Jan-20

€ m %

Pre-money 21.5 68%

Round 10.2 32%

MTIP amount 2.5 8%

Post-money 31.7 100%
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Blueprint Genetics

Underpinned by key healthcare trends

Market opportunity

$7.8bn market opportunity

Personalized 
care

Proactive and 
preventative 

care

Internet of 
Medical Things 

(IoMT)

Machine 
Learning & AI

Big 
Data

Virtual 
Health
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Blueprint Genetics
Value creation

OPERATIONAL § Implemented data to insight: 226 panels, 2,500 single gene tests
§ New larger office in Helsinki and relocated US office to Seattle

GROWTH & 
EXPANSION

§ 2019 revenue of €22.9m, representing 50% year-on-year growth
§ Increased US revenue from zero to more than €10m

TEAM § Led recruitment process to attract new CFO (Riitta Pelli) and Chairman 
(Hilde Furberg)

REGULATORY § Achieved highest global accreditations for testing of rare diseases
§ All tests CE IVD certified

TECHNOLOGY § Migrated to Ilumina, most advanced gene sequencing platform available
§ Network contracts, pharma roll-out, AI-based clinical interpretation
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Blueprint Genetics
Performance and exit

Financial performance

4.7

10.9

Investment cost Realized proceds

Exit to Quest Diagnostics in January 2020

3.1

8.9

15.3

22.9

33.0

5%

2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E

Revenue EBITDA margin

In €EUR millions

81% CAGR

Operational performance Investment performance

65 

165 

At 2017 Investment 2019

Employee Headcount

2.5x 
headcount 2.4x MOIC

50% IRR
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Contact details

Dr. Christoph Kausch 
Founding Partner & CEO

Dufourstr. 49 / PO Box 4182
CH-4052 Basel
Switzerland
P +41 61 551 02 50
F +41 61 551 02 59
E Christoph.Kausch@mtip.ch

Empowering innovation  
that improves lives www.mtip.ch

Elizabeth Law
Head of Investor Relations

Dufourstr. 49 / PO Box 4182
CH-4052 Basel
Switzerland
P +41 61 551 12 52
F +41 61 551 02 59
E Elizabeth.Law@mtip.ch
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Disclaimer

The information contained herein is confidential and for informational purposes only; it is only being provided to a limited number
of recipients based on their request. The information contained herein should be construed as relating to a project and must not
be considered investment advice or an offer or solicitation to subscribe for interests or enter into any other arrangement with
respect to the Fund. While reasonable care has been taken to ensure the information contained herein is accurate, correct and
complete, no guarantee is given as to its accuracy, correctness or completeness. In particular, the GP may decide at its discretion
to amend certain features of the Fund as described herein. Should the Fund be established as described herein, interests may
only be subscribed for in Switzerland by “qualified investors,” as defined by the Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes
(CISA) and Federal Ordinance on Collective Investment Schemes (CISO), and in the EEA by investors in accordance with the
conditions set out under Article 6 of Regulation (EU) No. 346/2013 relating to European venture capital funds (the “EuVECA
Regulation”), which includes “professional investors,” as defined by Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in financial instruments,
provided that the jurisdiction of the relevant investor has been notified that marketing will occur. The Fund’s Placement
Memorandum, Articles of Association, and annual reports are available only to qualified investors, free of charge, from the
designated Representative, First Independent Fund Services Ltd. With respect to any interests that are distributed in Switzerland
to qualified investors, the place of performance and jurisdiction is the registered office of the Representative, as follows: FIRST
INDEPENDENT FUND SERVICES LTD., Klausstrasse 33, 8008 Zurich. Paying Agent: Helvetische Bank AG, Seefeldstrasse 215, CH-
8008 Zurich. .
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